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ABSTRACT

We compare
compare the
the performance
performance of an
an optical
optical binary
binary phase
phase-only
correlator using
using several
several
We
-only correlator
nonlinear
airfield with
with different
different but similar
similar appearing
appearing
nonlinear filters
filters for
for preprocessing.
preprocessing. An
An image
image of
of an
an airfield
planes
input data.
data. The
The performance
performance of the
the correlator
correlator was
was measured
measured by
by examining
examining
planes is
is used
used as the input
several parameters
parameters in the
the correlation
correlation plane.
plane.Performance
Performance criteria
criteriaare
arethe
thesignal
signal-to-clutter
several
-to- clutter
ratio,
signal-to-noise
variance of the
the
ratio, the
the signal
-to -noiseratio
ratiofor
forobjects
objectswithin
withinthe
the same
same class,
class, and
and the
the variance
correlation
class. Input
Input images
images to
to the
thecorrelator
correlator were
werepreprocessed
preprocessed using
using
correlation peak
peak within
within a class.
nonlinear
both median
median filtering
filtering and
and adaptive
adaptive filtering.
filtering. The
The preprocessing
preprocessing
nonlinear filters
filters based
based on
on both
improved the
performance of
the correlator
correlator by supressing
supressing noise
noise while preserving
preserving the edges
edges of
of
improved
the performance
of the
the
input image.
image. The
SNR changes
changes with
an object
object due
due to diffraction
diffraction from
from the
the
the input
The SNR
with the
the position
position of
of an
pixels of a spatial
spatial light
light modulator.
modulator.
pixels
1. INTRODUCTION

Various techniques
used to improve
improve the
the performance
performance of an
an optical
optical binary
binary phase
phase-Various
techniques have
have been
been used
only correlator.
correlator. Most
Most approaches
approaches emphasize
often concentrated
concentrated on
on
only
emphasize filter
filter design.
design. Efforts
Efforts are
are often
increasing
identifying an
an
increasing the
the signal-to-noise
signal -to -noiseratio
ratio(SNR)
(SNR)ofofaa desired
desired correlation
correlation peak
peak or
or identifying
object
spite of distortion
distortion or noise.
noise.
object in
in spite
Farn
and Goodman
Goodman presented
presented an algorithm
algorithm for
for optimally
optimally "binarizing"
"binarizing" aa phase
phase-only
filter1 .
Farn and
-only filterl.
The
pixel inin aabinary
binaryphase
phase-only
filter ((+1,-1)
sign of
The value
value of aa pixel
-only filter
+1, -1)has
hasoften
often been
been based
based on
on the
the sign
the real
real part,
part, or
or the
the imaginary
imaginary part,
part, ofofaacorresponding
corresponding phase
phase-only
These two cases
cases
the
-only filter2
filter2.. These
correspond
in the
the complex
complex plane
plane at 900
90° and
and 00
0°
correspond to
to choosing
choosing the
the thresholding
thresholding line
line of
of the
the filter in
respectively.
Hartley transform
thresholding line at
at 450
45°
respectively. Filters
Filters using
using the Hartley
transform were
were shown
shown to
to use
use a thresholding
3. The algorithm developed Farn
Farn and
and Goodman
Goodman chooses
chooses an
an optimum
optimum thresholding
thresholding angle
angle to
to improve
improve
correlator
performance.
correlator performance.
In
an attempt
attempt to improve
improve the
the SNR
SNR of aa correlation
correlation response,
response, reducing
reducing the
In an
the bandwidth
bandwidth of
of aa
phase-only
investigated4 . Since
Since aa phase
phase-only
sensitive to
to scale
scale and
and
phase
-onlyfilter
filter has
has been investigated4.
-only filter
filter is very sensitive
rotation changes,
advantageous to eliminate
eliminate some
frequencies to decrease
decrease
rotation
changes, it may be advantageous
some of the higher frequencies
this
sensitivity. Furthermore,
Furthermore, by using
using aa third
thirdnon
non-transmitting
state in
in aabinary
binaryphase
phase-only
this sensitivity.
-transmitting state
-only
filter, simulations
simulations show
improved correlation
that of
of reduced
reduced
show improved
correlation discrimination
discriminationsimilar
similartoto that
bandwidth phase
phase-only
filters5 .
bandwidth
-only filters5.
In
contrast to filter
filter design
design techniques,
techniques, preprocessing
preprocessing is
investigated here
here to
to improve
improve
In contrast
is investigated
correlator performance.
image processing
processing have
used to
correlator
performance. InIn many
many cases,
cases, linear
linear filters
filters for
for image
have been
been used
to
remove noise.
However, they
have the
the undesirable
undesirable effect
smoothing over features
features such
such as
as
remove
noise. However,
they have
effect of smoothing
lines and
and edges.
edges. Therefore,
Therefore, itit may
may be
be desirable
desirable to
to use
use nonlinear
nonlinear or
or adaptive
adaptive filtering6.
filtering6 .
lines
Nonlinear filters
used to suppress
suppress noise
noise and at the same
same time
time preserve
preserve features
features of
of the
the input
input
Nonlinear
filters are
are used
image. These
are often used
used in
in image
image processing
processing applications
applications and
image.
These filters
filters are
and are applied here before
conversion
binary image.
image. Since
Since nonlinear
represented by
transfer
conversion to
to a binary
nonlinear filters
filters cannot
cannot be
be represented
by a transfer
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function,
implemented in
Fourier plane. Various
Various types of
of median
function, they
they cannot
cannot be implemented
in the Fourier
median and
and other
other
nonlinear filters
examined here
here for
for preprocessing
preprocessing to suppress
suppress noise
noise before
before correlation.
nonlinear
filters are examined
correlation.
automated technique
technique for "binarizing"
"binarizing" an input
input before
before correlation
correlation is
is also
also developed.
developed. The
The
An automated
technique
may be
be applied
applied to
to aa wide
wide range
range ofofinputs
inputsand
andextract
extractimportant
technique is
is general
general so
so that itit may
important
features
equally satisfactory
satisfactory results.
results. The
features with
with equally
performed inin this
this work
The preprocessing
preprocessing performed
work rely
rely on
on
standard image processing
processing algorithms.
algorithms.
standard
The experiments
experiments considered
considered here
here are
are computer
computer simulations
simulations using
The
using actual
actual aerial imagery
imagery as
data. The simulations use
use an
an FFT
FFT algorithm
algorithm which
which has
has been
been modified
modified to
to simulate
simulate the
the effects
effects
test data.
the finite
finite size
size of
of the
the pixels
pixels ofofaaspatial
spatiallight
lightmodulator
modulator (SLM),
(SLM), the
the intensity
intensity distribution
distribution of
of
of the
the input beam, and the
the quantization
quantization effects of aa camera
camera in
in the
the correlation
correlation plane.
plane. The
The pixel
pixel size
size
the
modeled from
from measurements
measurements of
Semetex SLM.
larger project
project
is modeled
of a Semetex
SLM. The
The simulations
simulations are
are part
part of a larger
where the
of phase
phase distortions,
distortions, diffraction,
diffraction, and
and other
other aspects
aspects of aa specific
where
the effect of
specific spatial
spatial light
light
modulator
modulator can
can be simulated.
2. IMAGE PREPROCESSING

brief overview
overview of
of the
the image
image processing
processing techniques
techniques and
and filters
filters used
used here
here isis presented.
presented.
A brief
Separating an
object from
from its
its background
background and
and noise
noise suppression
suppression using
using nonlinear
nonlinear filters
filters are
are
Separating
an object
discussed.
2.1 Segmentation

Segmentation
image into
into meaningful
meaningful regions,
regions, usually
usually an
an object
object and
and
Segmentationisis the
the division
division of
of an image
background.
common segmenting
background. AA common
segmenting technique
techniqueisis thresholding.
thresholding. Every
Every pixel
pixel greater
greater than
than a
threshold isis set
set to the
the maximum
maximum value
threshold isis set
set to
to aa
threshold
value and
and every
every pixel
pixel less
less than
than the
the threshold
minimum
By examining
examining the
the histogram
histogram of
of the
the image,
image, objects
objects can
can be
be segmented
segmented by
by choosing
choosing
minimum value.
value. By
a threshold
threshold between
between peak values of
of the
the histogram.
histogram. Automatic
Automatic methods
methods for
for thresholding
thresholding based
based on
on
approach have
have been
been used7.
used7. The
The threshold
threshold value
value may
may also
also vary
vary across
across an
an image
image where
where the
the
this approach
threshold isis a
a function
function of the
the pixel
pixel values
values of
of aaparticular
particular region
region of
of the
theimage.
image. Some
Some
threshold
disadvantages of
inferred by'examining
separate all
disadvantages
of thresholding
thresholding can
can be
be inferred
by' examiningFig.1.
Fig.1.ItIt isis difficult
difficult to separate
background using
using thresholding.
thresholding. This
the small
small differences
differences in
in pixel
pixel
four planes from the background
This is
is due
due to the
values and
and planes
planes which
which are
are both
both brighter
brighter and
and darker
darkerthan
thanthe
thebackground.
background.Alternatively,
Alternatively,
values
methods
the image
image may
may be
be used.
used.
methods which
which extract features from the
Edge-detection
image for
Edgedetectionmethods
methodshave
havebeen
beenwidely
widelyuse
usetotoexamine
examine local
local information
information in
in an
an image
enhancement
and segmentation8.
segmentation8 . These
These methods
methods work best when a large
large grey
enhancement and
grey level
level difference
difference
between
pixels exist.
exist. They
They are
are usually
usually based
based on
on gradient
gradient operators
operators which
which represent
represent
between local
local pixels
finite-difference
angular directions.
directions.
finite -differenceapproximations
approximationsininthe
the xx and
and y,
y, or angular
An
automatic technique
experiments to segment an object from its
its background.
background.
An automatic
technique is used in our experiments
An
edge-detection
examined. A
An edgedetectionisisperformed
performedon
on the
the image
image and
and then
then the
the histogram
histogram of
of the
the image
image is examined.
thresholding
chosen near the middle
middle of the histogram
histogram to separate
separate the edges
edges from the
thresholding line
line is
is then
then chosen
background
create aa binary
binary image.
image. Since
Since the
theedgeedge-detection
produces many
background to
to create
detection produces
many pixels
pixels with
with
extreme values,
inputs. The
The main
main disadvantage
extreme
values, this
this technique
technique works
works well
well on
on a wide variety of inputs.
disadvantage is
that noise may sometimes be interpreted as an edge.
2.2

Non -linear
Non-linear

filtering

The
use of
of several
several nonlinear
nonlinear filters
filters are
are considered
considered for
for preprocessing
preprocessing before
before correlation
correlation
The use
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because of
noise suppressing
suppressing and
and signal
signal preserving
preserving abilities.
abilities. Filters
Filters based
based on
on median
median
because
of their noise
filtering such
such as:
as: the
the conventional
conventional median
median filter,
filter, alphaalpha-trimmed
(OC-TM),
filtering
trimmed median
median filter
filter (a
-TM),
modified-trimmed
(MTM), doubledouble-window
modified-trimmed
filter(DWMTM),
modified -trimmed median
median filter (MTM),
window modified
-trimmed filter(DWMTM),
and
an adaptive
adaptive mean
mean filter
filter are
are considered
considered because
because of
of their
their excellence
excellence performance9.
performance9 . AA 3x3
3x3
and an
window is
considered here
all filters;
filters; however,
however, the
filters apply
apply to all
all size
size windows.
windows. The
The
window
is considered
here for
for all
the filters
nine
nine pixels
pixels within
within the
the window
window can
can be
be represented
representedbybyX(i)
X(i)where
wherei ivaries
variesfrom
from 11 to
to 9,
9, X(M)
X(M) is
is
median value, and X(A) is
is the
the average
average of
of the
the pixel
pixel values
values in
in aa window.
window.
the median
2.2.1 Conventional
Conventional median
median filter

The
conventional median
median value
all pixel
pixel values
values within
within
The output
output of
of the conventional
median filter
filter is
is the
the median
value of all
the
median filter
simple; however,
however, it often eliminates
eliminates features
features such
such as thin
thin lines
lines
the window.
window. The
The median
filter is simple;
and
corners10 .
and sharp corners10.
2.2.2

CC-TM
a-TM

filterl1 11
filter

The output
filter
is isthetheaverage
The
outputofofthe
theOC-TM
CC-TM
filter
averageofofthe
thevalues
valueswithin
withinthe
thewindow
windowwith
with aa few
few of
the
removed. The
extreme values
removed; an
dropped from
from
the pixel
pixel values
values removed.
The most extreme
values are
are removed;
an equal
equal number dropped
each
each end.
end.The
TheOC-TM
a -TMfilter
filtercan
can be
be described
described as
N-[<xNl
N-[aNl

Y-

1

N-2[aN]

X(i)
i=loNJ+l
i=[aNl+1

(1)
(1)

where
number of pixels
pixels in
in the
the window,
window, [] is
is the
the greatest
greatest integer
integer function,
function, and
and OC
may
where NN is
is the number
a may
assume values
.5.
assume
values from
from 0 to .5.
2.2.3 MTM filled
filters
The
however, the
number of
of
The output
output of
of the
the MTM
MTM filter
filter isis similar
similartoto that
thatofofthe
theOC-TM
a -TM filter;
filter; however,
the number
pixel
included in
averaging ifif the
the
pixel values
values used
used in
in averaging
averaging is
is not
not constant.
constant. AA pixel
pixel value
value is
is included
in the
the averaging
difference
median value
threshold qq
difference between
between itself
itself and
and the
the median
value of the window is less than aa threshold
N

Ea(i)X(i)
Y= i=1

Y= ß_1N
N

sa(i)
i =1

(2)

where
weight function
function described
described by
where a(i)
a(i) is aa weight

<qq
a(i)= 1, if I X(i)-X(M) <
0, otherwise
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(3)

2.2.4
DWMTM filter6
filter^
2.2.4 DWMTM

The
DWMTM filter
similar to the
the MTM
MTM filter,
filter, but
but two
two windows
windows of
of different
different
The output
output of the DWMTM
filter is similar
sizes
used. A
pixel value
value is compared
compared to
median of
window as
in Eq.
Eq. 3 for
for the
the MTM
MTM
sizes are
are used.
A pixel
to the
the median
of aa window
as in
filter.
The median
median value
the smaller
smaller window,
window, while
compared to
this
filter. The
value is
is of the
while the
the values
values to
to be compared
to this
median may
outside of
of the
the window.
window. InIn our
ourimplementations,
implementations, the
the smaller
smaller and
and larger
larger windows
windows
median
may lie outside
were
5x5 respectively.
respectively. The
The DWMTM
DWMTM filter is
is described
described as
as
were 3x3 and 5x5

(4)

where
and N
N are the sizes
sizes of
of the
the two
two windows,
windows, LL>N,
and a(i)
a(i) is
is determined
determined by
by Eq.
Eq. 33 where
where
where LL and
>N, and
X(M)
the smaller
smaller window.
window.
X(M) is
is of the
2.2.5
mean filterl
filter 1 22
2.2.5 Adaptive
Adaptive mean
The
the adaptive
adaptive mean
similar to
the MTM
MTM filter
filter but
but aa pixel
pixel value
value isis
The output
output of
of the
mean filter
filter isis similar
to the
compared
average value
values in aa window
window rather
rather than the
the median.
median. The
The output
output of
of
compared to
to the
the average
value of the values
the
same as
as Eq.
Eq. 22 but
but the
the value
value of
of a(i)
a(i) isisdetermined
determined from
from
the filter is th same
1,

if I X(i) -X(A) I < q

0, otherwise

(5)

3. EXPERIMENT

The nonlinear
nonlinear filters and
and segmenting
segmenting technique
technique described
used here
here where
where
The
described inin section
section 22 are used
the input
input data
image of the
the airfield
airfield shown
shown in
Fig.1. It
It is aa 256x256
256x256 picture
picture showing
showing two
two
the
data is the image
in Fig.1.
types of similar appearing
appearing planes.
planes. The
types
The actual
actual input
input includes
includes the
the planes
planes on
on the
the right hand side of
the image
image in their
their entirety.
entirety. The
The missing
missing portions
portions of the
the planes
planes are
are due
due to
to the
thereproduction
reproduction
the
process used
the bottom
bottom of the
the figure.
figure. The planes on the right
right hand
hand side
side of
process
used as
as is the black bar at the
Fig.1 are
Fig.1
are bombers.
bombers. One is camouflaged
camouflaged and the
the other is not.
not. The planes on the left hand side of the
image
tankers. The
The bombers
bombers and
and tankers
tankers look
look similar
similar but
but belong
belong to
to different
different classes.
classes.
image are
are tankers.
Because
more valuable class than the
the another,
another, itit isis desirable
desirable to
to
Because one
one type
type of plane may belong to a more
identify
storing aa member
member of
only the
the desired
desired class
class in
in
identify that
that class
class and
and ignore
ignore the
the other
other by
by storing
of only
memory.
A photograph
photograph of
plane used
used in
database for
Fig. 2. It
It is a
of the
the plane
in the database
for the
the experiment
experiment is
is shown
shown in
in Fig.2.
photograph
same type
bomber as
in Fig.1.
Fig.1. It was purposely
purposely not taken
taken from
from
photograph of
of aa model
model of the
the same
type of bomber
as in
Fig.1 to provide
provide a more
more realistic
realistic problem.
problem. The
The camera
camera used
used in
in obtaining
obtaining the
the images
images were
were also
also
Fig.1
different.
Fig. 2 is considered
considered here
most desirable
different. The
The plane
plane in
in Fig.2
here to
to be
be the
the most
desirable variation
variation of
of this
this type
type of
of
plane; it is aa bomber
bomber which
which isis outfitted
outfitted with
with the
the maximum
maximum amount
amount of hardware.
hardware. This
This can
can be
be seen
seen
plane;
protruding
wing close
close to
to the
the fuselage.
fuselage. Although
Although Fig.
Fig. 22 might
might be
be the
themost
mostdesirable
desirable
protruding from
from the
the wing
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object, the
the planes
planes in
in Fig.1
Fig.1 are
are not
notequipped
equippedwith
withthe
theadditional
additionalhardware.
hardware. Furthermore,
Furthermore, the
the
object,
accuracy
representation of
the model
model is
is unknown.
unknown. Although
Although these
these factors
factors will probably
accuracy of
of the
the representation
of the
probably
degrade the
performance of the
the correlator,
correlator, they
they represent
represent practical
practical problems
problems of
of aa correlator
correlator
degrade
the performance
system.
3.1

Phase-only
Phase -only filter

The
result of the correlation
correlation between
between Figs.
Figs. 11 and 22 using
using aa phase
phase-only
shown in Fig.
Fig.
The result
-only filter
filter is shown
3a
would appear
appear on
on aa camera.
camera. Horizontal
Horizontal scans
scans through
through the
the image
image at
at object
object locations
locations are
are
3a as itit would
shown
in Fig.
Fig. 3b.
3b. The
The phase
phase-only
filter correctly
correctly identifies
identifies one
one bomber;
bomber; however,
however, the
shown in
the
-only filter
camouflaged
tankers are
are completely
completely ignored.
the result
ignored. Furthermore,
Furthermore, the
result is
is noisy.
noisy.
camouflaged bomber
bomber and
and tankers
There
difference of 1.0
1.0 db
db between
between the
the correlation
correlation peak of the
the airplane
airplane and
and the
the noise
noise peak.
peak.
There is
is a difference
Although
difference between
between both
markings, one
is totally
totally
Although the
the only
only difference
both bombers
bombers are
are their
their markings,
one is
suppressed. These
unsatisfactory.
suppressed.
These results are unsatisfactory.
Preprocessing is
used to
to improve
improve results.
results. Correlation
Correlation was
was performed
performed after
afteredgeedge-detection
Preprocessing
is used
detection
as described
described earlier.
earlier. The
The results
resultsshow
showa asignal
signal-to-clutter
ratio of
of3.3
3.3db.
db.The
Thesignal
signal-to-clutter
as
-to- clutter ratio
-to- clutter
ratio is the ratio of the
the lowest
lowest peak
peak the
the desired
desired class to the highest peak of the false
false alarms.
ratio
alarms. This
ratio would
same as the
the SNR
SNR as
as defined
defined by
by Kallman13.
Kallman 13 . The
The ratio
ratio of
of the
the two
two correlation
correlation
ratio
would be
be the same
peaks
bombers is 1.1
1.1 db.
desired that
the two
two correlation
correlation peaks
peaks be
be small
small
peaks of the bombers
db. ItIt is
is desired
that the
the ratio of the
easily chose
chose aa thresholding
thresholding line
line to
to separate
separate the
the two
two classes.
classes.
and the SNR be large to easily
3.2 Binary
phase-only
Binary phase
-only filter

Correlation between
and 2 using
using aa binary
binary phase
phase-only
performed for
two
Correlation
between Figs.
Figs. 11 and
-only filter
filter was
was performed
for two
cases
preprocessing. One
One using
using thresholding
thresholding and
and the
the other
other using
using the
theedgeedge-detection
scheme
cases of preprocessing.
detection scheme
described earlier.
used, there
are no correlation peaks. The pixel
pixel values
values of
of
described
earlier. When
When thresholding
thresholding is
is used,
there are
the
planes are
are not much
much different
different than
than the rest
rest of
of the
the image
image and
and they
they contain
contain different
different grey
grey
the planes
levels.
thresholding technique
need
levels. These
These factors
factors render the thresholding
technique useless.
useless. Additional
Additional preprocessing
preprocessing is
is need
to extract
extract key
key features.
features.
After
segmentation, the
4a and 4b.
4b. The
The
After segmentation,
the results
results of
of the
the correlation
correlation appear
appear as
as shown
shown inin Fig.
Fig. 4a
phase-only
filter correctly
correctly identifies
identifies 136th
both bombers;
bombers; however,
however, the tankers
binary phase
-only filter
tankers have
have
somewhat high
correlation peaks.
peaks. The
The highhigh-frequency
somewhat
high correlation
frequency noise
noise associated
associated with
with these
these filters isis
readily
high side
side-lobes
bombers which correspond
correspond to aa
readily apparent.
apparent. There
There are high
-lobes associated
associated with
with the
the bombers
correlation with
airplane. The
almost as
high as the
the peak
peak
correlation
with the
the shadow
shadow of
of an
an airplane.
The side
side lobes
lobes are
are almost
as high
response
this correlation
correlation result
.42db which
which is
is not
not generally
generally
responseofof the
the tanker.
tanker. The
The SNR
SNR of
of this
result is
is .42db
useful.
response due
suppressed, the
lobes of the bombers
useful. IfIf the
the response
due to the tankers were suppressed,
the side
side lobes
bombers would
would
be interpreted
interpreted as
as false
false alarms
alarms The
The ratio
ratio ofofthe
thecorrelation
correlation peaks
peaksbetween
between bombers
bombers isis.51
.51 db
db
be
which is
larger than
than the SNR.
SNR. These
These results
results indicate
indicate the
increasing the
the
which
is larger
the need
need for
for increasing
the SNR
SNR in
in the
input.
3.3 Binary
Binary phase
phase-only
with nonlinear
3.3
-only filter with
nonlinear preprocessing
preprocessing

The input
input scene
scene of Fig.1
Fig.1 was
was filtered
filtered using
using the nonlinear
nonlinear filters
section 3. In
In most
most cases
cases
The
filters of section
increased. The conventional
conventional median
median filter
1.4db. Although a larger
larger
the SNR increased.
filter produced
produced an
an SNR
SNR of 1.4db.
SNR is desirable,
desirable, it isis more
more than
than aa factor
factorofofthree
threeimprovement
improvement than
than without
without preprocessing.
preprocessing. The
The
SNR
OC-TM
MTM, DWMTM,
DWMTM, and
adaptive mean
1.2db. In
-TM filter, MTM,
and adaptive
mean filters
filters produced
produced SNRs
SNRs of
of about
about 1.2db.
In all
cases, the
the results
results appeared
appeared to
to have
have better
better properties
properties than
than without
without preprocessing.
preprocessing. In
In addition,
addition,
cases,
there are some differences between
between the performance
performance of
nonlinear filters.
there
of the nonlinear
Although both
conventional median
median filter and
and the gave the
the highest
highest SNRs,
SNRs, itit had
had different
different
Although
both the conventional
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properties from
remaining filters.
results using
median filter
filter show
show distinct
distinct
properties
from the
the remaining
filters. The
The results
using the
the median
sidelobes due
correlation with
shadows of
Fig. 5. The sidelobes
sidelobes
sidelobes
due to
to correlation
with the
the shadows
of the
the bombers
bombers as
as shown
shown in
in Fig.
are almost
almost as
high as the peak
peak due
due to
to the
the tankers
tankers as
as in
in the
the case
case without
without filtering.
filtering. The
The results
results
are
as high
from the
the aOt-TM
filter shown
shown inin Fig.
Fig. 66 do
do not
not show
show these
these sidelobes.
sidelobes. The
The shadows
shadows generate a sharp
from
-TM filter
edge
edge which
which contributes
contributes to
to the
the sidelobes.
sidelobes. Since
Since the
the edges
edges do
do not
not form
form a complete
complete object,
object, when
when the
the
edges
plane are
are strengthened,
strengthened, they contribute
contribute more
more to the
the correlation
correlation and
and the
the sidelobes
sidelobes
edges of
of the plane
are reduced.
The sidelobes
sidelobes are reduced when
when the features
features of the input image are preserved and the clutter
is
reduced. In
In the case
case of
of the
the conventional
conventional median
median filter, the
the SNR
SNR of
of the
the correlation
correlation result
result when
when
is reduced.
the
hand side
side of the
the image
image is
is set
set to
to zero
zero isis 1.5db.
1.5db. With
With the
the remaining
remaining filters,
filters, ratios
ratios of
of 3.5db
3.5db
the left hand
were
were common.
common. The
The median
median filter
filter supresses
supresses noise
noise inin the
the input
input image
image but
but distorts
distorts the
the edges
edges of the
the
bomber
correlation with
with the shadow
shadow of the
the plane
plane isis produced.
produced. The
The Of
OC-TM
bomber somewhat
somewhat so
so that
that a correlation
-TM
filter
suppresses noise
median filter
preserves the
edge better
better than
than the
the
filter suppresses
noise much
much like
like the
the median
filter but
but preserves
the edge
median filter,
correlation with
with the
the target
target isis improved.
improved. In
In cases
cases using
using the
theMTM,
MTM, DWMTM,
DWMTM,
median
filter, so the correlation
and
adaptive mean
mean filter,
filter, this effect
effect was
was observed.
observed. The
The signal
signal preserving
preserving abilities
abilities of
of the.
the filters
and adaptive
can
also be determined
determined by examining
examining the
can also
the variance
variance of
of the
the correlation
correlation response
response for
for within
within aa class.
class.
The
the correlation
correlation peaks
peaks between
between the two bombers
bombers was decreased
decreased in most
most cases of
The ratio of the
nonlinear
case of conventional
conventional median
median filtering,
reduced to .35db.
.35db. In
In
nonlinear filtering.
filtering. In
In the
the case
filtering, the
the ratio reduced
most
nonlinear filtering,
ratio often
often reduced
reduced to
.25db.
most cases
cases of
of nonlinear
filtering, this
this ratio
to less than .25db.
Although the
signal to
to clutter
clutter ratios
ratios presented
presented here
here are
are desired
desired to
to be
be larger,
larger, the
the
Although
the value
value of the signal
ratios
ratios were
were affected
affected by
by the
the location
location of
of an
an object.
object. When
When aa target
target was
was moved
moved closer
closer to
to the
the center
center of
of
the input
input image,
image, the
the SNR
SNR improved
improved dramatically.
dramatically. This
due both
both the
the gaussian
gaussian
the
This effect
effect is
is due
distribution of the input beam
beam and the diffraction
diffraction due
size of and spacing of the
the pixels.
pixels. The
distribution
due to
to the
the size
not change.
change. The
The data
data presented
presented is
is that
that which
which was
was taken.
taken.
conclusions presented here do not
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Although
phase-only
situations
Although the
the phase
-onlyfilter
filter exhibits
exhibits aa sharp
sharp and
and high
high correlation
correlation peak,
peak, in situations
where
reference image
image is known
known to be
be slightly
slightly different
different that
that the
the target,
target, poor
poorperformance
performance
where the
the reference
can be expected. By using an automated procedure for segmenting an input image based on edge
detection,
differently marked
marked objects
eliminated.
detection, the
the problems
problems of poor contrast and differently
objects can
can be eliminated.
Nonlinear filters
used for
for suppressing
suppressing noise
noise and
and preserving
preserving signals
signals to
to improve
improve
Nonlinear
filters can
can be used
performance
correlator.
performance in
in a correlator.
The
nonlinear filters discussed
discussed may suppress
suppress sidelobes,
correlation
The nonlinear
sidelobes, decrease
decrease the
the ratio
ratio of correlation
peaks within
achieve these features by
peaks
within a class, and increase the SNR of the output. They achieve
suppressing noise
same time
time preserve
preserve the
image.
suppressing
noise while
while at
at the
the same
the features
features of the original image.
The SNR can change when an object is
is moved
moved in
in the
the input
input scene.
scene. This
This undesirable
undesirable affect
affect isis
the pixel
pixel structure
structure of
of an
an SLM
SLM and
and the
the gaussian
gaussian shape
shape of
of the
the input
input beam.
beam.
due to the diffraction of the
Techniques such
noise suppressing
suppressing is
Techniques
such as
as noise
is especially
especially important
important due
due to
to this
this unique
unique problem
problem of
of the
the
optical
correlator.
optical correlator.
additional processing
The disadvantages of the techniques presented are the additional
processing time and the
choice of
for aa particular
particular filter.
filter. Efficient
Efficient algorithms
algorithms exist
and the
the video
video rates
rates
choice
of q for
exist for
for these
these filter
filter and
can be
be achieve
achieve with
high performance
is important
important and
can
with high
performance systems
systemsinin real
realtime.
time.The
Thechoice
choiceofofqq is
understood. The
is determined
determined quite easily from
from the variance of the noise
noise in
in the
the
well understood.
The value
value of q is
input
restraint complicates
noise is not
not
input image.
image. This
This restraint
complicates the
the preprocessing.
preprocessing.IfIf the
the nature
nature of
of the
the noise
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known, then
performance of
may suffer.
suffer.
known,
then performance
of the filter may
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Binary phase-only
Fig. 4 Binary+
phase -onlyfiltering
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only binary
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Werwty

Fig.5 Correlation result using conventional
conventional median filtering
filtering

Correlation result
resultusing
usingalpha
alpha-TM
finer,alpha
alpha=.11
Fig. 6 Correlation
-TM filter,
=.11
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